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Brief: Detailed Interpretation & Learning Plan and outline Interpretive Master Plan 

 

1. Introduction 

Port Sunlight Village Trust (PSVT) wishes to commission an experienced museum and 

heritage professional to produce a detailed Interpretation & Learning Plan for a new 

permanent gallery called ‘Soap & Water’, and an outline Interpretative Master Plan for Port 

Sunlight Museum. 

The work is being funded by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) as part of 

the Interreg Atlantic Area Project, an initiative designed to address the loss of identity of the 

coastal towns of the Atlantic Area. The project is specifically concerned with those parts of 

the area that are rich in their maritime, military and industrial heritage but have been 

neglected and in some instances, have fallen into disuse. The Liverpool City Region is one 

of nine European partners, with the Liverpool Local Enterprise Partnership acting as the 

local delivery partner on behalf of The Albert Dock, Sefton Council, and Port Sunlight Village 

Trust. PSVT will contribute 25% match-funding to the project. 

2. About Soap & Water  

In spring 2020, PSVT will launch a new permanent gallery in the village together with formal 

and informal learning programmes. The new gallery will be part of our existing museum but 

located in a different building in Port Sunlight. It will support our ambitions to develop the 

visitor offer in the village, to increase visitor numbers and target new audiences, and to 

improve access to our unique and relevant story. The project aim is: 

 “Through innovative interpretation, creativity and co-production, we will engage and inspire 

children and young people by using the STEM subjects as a lens through which to explore 

William Lever’s impact and legacy.” 

For the first time we will demonstrate the extent to which Port Sunlight’s founder William 

Lever sought to improve ordinary people's lives. He championed workers' rights and 

changed the industry's attitudes to its employees, promoted good hygiene and washing 

practices as part of a drive to create a healthier nation, and created a village that would 

become and continues to be the inspiration for town planners. We will also reveal how the 

village continues to be a setting for change and innovation through manufacturing and 

research, community cohesion and participation, and the management and stewardship of a 

historic site and 21st century community.  

The new gallery represents phase 1 of an Interpretive Master Plan and has been informed 

by ongoing research concerning the needs of our heritage, key stakeholders, and existing 

and new target audiences. The primary audiences for the project are families, children and 
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young people and the secondary audiences are older people, and residents of Port Sunlight 

and the wider local community.  

A significant element of the project is co-production and we will work with young people, 

village residents and members of the wider local community to curate a proportion of the 

displays and to provide stewarding and support with public programming once the gallery is 

open. Our project partners include Unilever Archives & Records Management and the 

University of Liverpool who will support us in our task.  

An outline Interpretation & Learning Plan has already been produced. It includes information 

about a Virtual Reality (VR) experience which will be a key component of the interpretation 

for the new gallery as well as the new learning programmes. The VR Experience will also be 

funded by the Interreg Atlantic Area Project and PSVT. The total budget for the Soap & 

Water project is just under £140,000. 

We have identified nine key objectives that we would like to achieve through the project. We 

aspire to: 

1. Increase people’s scientific literacy and value of the STEM subjects and industries 

enabling them to play a full and active role as citizens 

2. Inspire children and young people to pursue further education and careers in STEM 

3. Provide meaningful opportunities for people to develop new skills 

4. Promote understanding of William Lever’s achievements, their global impact and 

relevance to the modern world 

5. Enable local people, both residents and members of the wider local community, to 

become involved in interpreting our story, fostering a sense of community ownership, 

pride, cohesion and stewardship 

6. Enhance visitors’ enjoyment of their visit to Port Sunlight by increasing the visitor 

offer, improving the interpretation and better connecting them with the natural and 

cultural qualities of the site 

7. From a marketing perspective, have a clear proposition that is inspiring, creative, 

authentic and fun 

8. Provide immersive experiences that promote interaction and enable visitors to 

access other places and other times 

9. Create satisfied customers and encourage return visits 

 

Our project outcomes are as follows: 

1. Showcase the remarkable achievements and enduring legacy of William Lever through 

innovative interpretation 

 

2. Improve and develop the visitor proposition in Port Sunlight by creating a new gallery and 

better connecting with the existing offer in the village  

 

3. Increase access to important collections and other heritage sites associated with William 

Lever and Port Sunlight 

 

4. Harness the heritage of Port Sunlight and William Lever’s legacy to engage and inspire 

young people in the STEM subjects  
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5 Promote community participation through co-production and the creation of new 

volunteering opportunities  

 

3. The commission 

 

Building on the ideas articulated in the outline Interpretation & Learning Plan, you will 

produce a detailed Interpretation & Learning Plan for the new Soap & Water project. Outputs 

will include: 

 A project participation plan based on the principles of co-production to enable young 

people, village residents and members of the wider local community to work with the 

project team to curate the new gallery 

 Identifying collections and heritage assets for display, both from Port Sunlight 

Museum’s collections and other related collections 

 Identifying the needs and expectations of the project’s primary and secondary 

audiences  

 Developing interpretive themes, key messages and curriculum links 

 Identifying interpretive objectives – what we want our audiences to feel, learn and do 

 Developing storylines and interpretive media 

 Creating a project evaluation plan 

 Making recommendations for formal and informal learning programmes 

 

You will work with the PSVT project team comprising the Director of Heritage, Museum 

Officer and volunteer research team. A part-time STEM officer will also be employed as part 

of the project to further develop and implement the learning and participation plans. 

However, they will not be in post until late May/early June 2019. 

You will also make outline recommendations regarding future phases of the museum’s 

Interpretive Master Plan. This piece of work will begin to articulate how we will use our 

physical assets to teach the world about Port Sunlight and its creator William Lever, making 

his legacy accessible, through innovative exhibitions, public programming and formal and 

informal learning. Your work will help to inform an Asset & Property Income Generation 

Strategy, which will be commissioned separately in 2019/20, regarding the future use of 

public buildings and outdoor spaces in the village. It will create an outline road map, setting 

out the extent of our story, who we want to share it with and how through a phased 

programme of work, culminating in the launch of a new museum for Port Sunlight. You will 

establish a priority order for the phases, make recommendations regarding research, 

collecting priorities and the commissioning of new work, and identify potential funders and 

partners. 

4. Timescales 

The initial focus of the commission is the detailed Interpretation & Learning Plan for Soap & 

Water; this is also where the bulk of your time will be spent. We are keen for work to start as 

soon as possible in February 2019 and envisage that it will conclude by the end of June 

2019. The Soap & Water project will formally commence in late April/early May 2019, subject 

to final approval from funders.  

The second focus of the commission, the outline Interpretive Master Plan, will have a longer 

timeframe and is also dependent on the commissioning of the Asset & Property Income 

Generation Strategy. We envisage that this work will commence sometime in June 2019 and 

that your contribution will conclude by September 2019. 
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5. Budget 

The budget is €10,000 + VAT, approximately £9,000 + VAT, which will be paid in three 

stages: 40% on commencement of the project; 40% on completion of the detailed 

Interpretation & Learning Plan; and the final 20% on completion of the outline Interpretive 

Master Plan. 

6. Application method 

The deadline for submissions is 3pm on Friday 1st February 2019. We hope to make a 

decision based on tender returns but may hold interviews if necessary. 

You are invited to apply by submitting a proposal that demonstrates the following criteria: 

1. Background and introduction to practice/consultancy (15%) 
2. Methodology for undertaking the work (25%) 
3. Timescales (10%) 
4. Fee proposal: A cost must be provided against each individual element in the brief and 

include a breakdown of tasks with allocated staff member rate and profession. Fees 
must include all expenses envisaged to deliver the brief including drawings. (30%) 

5. Submission of CV(’s) and up to 3 case studies demonstrating similar work experience 
(20%) 

Proposals will be evaluated on a quality (70%) and cost (30%) basis. The evaluation weighting 
is provided in brackets above. A scoring of 1-4 will be applied to each criteria, with 1 being the 
lowest and 4 being the highest/best. 

Please also supply the names and contact details for two references. 

Your submissions should be sent by email or post to: 

Katherine Lynch, Director of Heritage Port Sunlight Village Trust, 23 King George’s Drive, Port 

Sunlight, Wirral, CH62 5DX. Email k.lynch@portsunlightvillage.com  

For further information and to discuss the brief please contact Katherine Lynch, Director of 
Heritage Port Sunlight Village Trust on 0151 644 4816 k.lynch@portsunlightvillage.com the 
following documents are available upon request: 

 Outline Interpretation & Learning Plan for Soap & Water 

 PSVT 10 year Conservation Management Plan 
 

6. About Port Sunlight Village Trust 

PSVT is an independent charity founded in 1999 by Unilever plc. to take over functions 

previously managed by Unilever’s Estates Department. All of the assets still in Unilever’s 

ownership were transferred over to PSVT. This currently includes 292 residential properties, 

16 community and commercial buildings and the amenity landscape. Since PSVT’s creation 

Unilever has provided an annual grant to support the charity to become a financially strong 

independent organisation. This financial support will continue up to 2022/23 and will provide 

PSVT with an opportunity to implement a number of major capital projects and other key 

business objectives.  

mailto:k.lynch@portsunlightvillage.com
mailto:k.lynch@portsunlightvillage.com
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PSVT’s other main source of income comes from its substantial tenanted housing stock as a 

private landlord.  It also: 

 maintains the village landscape,  

 operates the popular and award-winning Arts Council-Accredited Port Sunlight 
Museum, including the Edwardian Worker’s Cottage Experience, 

 cares for the museum’s important collection,  

 runs a tea room, gift shop, community hub and holiday let,  

 works with village residents to tackle social issues and promote community spirit and 
cohesion,  

 looks after a diverse group of community, commercial and listed structures including 
a war memorial and an elegant fountain, and  

 promotes the village as a visitor destination and plays an active part in the wider 
visitor economy. 
 

In 2018/19, PSVT has launched its first 5 year Strategic Plan including a new vision, 

mission, organisational values and strategic objectives. 

Our vision: “Port Sunlight, an inspiring place to live, work and visit”  

Our mission: We are guardians of a unique and beautiful village, working with its community 

to ensure a great quality of life for residents and to celebrate William Lever’s amazing legacy 

through cultural and learning experiences for all. 

Our values: what we believe in  

 Integrity:  You can trust us to do what we say 

 Respect:  We value diversity and treat everyone fairly 

 Knowledge:  We are always learning and improving 

 Passion:  We really care about both the past and future of Port Sunlight 

 Creativity:  We are problem-solvers and openly share our ideas through 
partnership working 

 Participation: We put the community at the heart of everything we do 

Strategic aim 1: Conserve and promote Port Sunlight’s unique heritage in a sustainable way 

Supporting objectives: 

1.1 Harness Port Sunlight’s heritage as a learning resource 
1.2 Establish Port Sunlight as a heritage site of international significance and a centre of 

conservation excellence 
1.3 Develop the museum’s collection and village archive to support PSVT’s work 
1.4 Champion PSVT’s heritage, environmental and access policies to arrest erosion of 

the site 
 

Strategic aim 2: Be a financially-strong and well-managed, independent charity 

Supporting objectives: 

2.1 Develop a robust approach to long-term financial planning 
2.2 Ensure PSVT’s approach to governance reflects sector best practice 
2.3 Develop a comprehensive, business-wide approach to achieving value for money  
2.4 Develop a strategic approach to fundraising  
2.5 Identify and monitor key risks to the business and develop appropriate strategies to 

ensure sustainability  
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2.6 Develop a strategic approach to asset management and investment for PSVT’s 
buildings, public art and amenity landscape 

 

Strategic aim 3: Deliver high-quality services across the estate 

Supporting objectives: 

3.1 Be an excellent landlord  
3.2 Ensure effective, responsive repairs and planned maintenance services, and a re-

investment programme based on comprehensive, accurate data 
3.3 Ensure the sustainability of the community and the provision of appropriate facilities 

and services 
3.4 Fully comply with all regulatory and health & safety standards  
3.5 Provide opportunities for meaningful resident engagement to shape future services 
 

Strategic aim 4: Realise the potential of Port Sunlight as a leading visitor attraction 

Supporting objectives: 

4.1 Promote Port Sunlight as a ‘destination’ for domestic and international markets  
4.2 Tell the complete story of Port Sunlight’s significance and relevance to the modern 

world  
4.3 Generate new sources of income from the visitor experience 
4.4 Develop Port Sunlight’s infrastructure to mitigate visitor impact on the community and 

heritage  
4.5 Support Port Sunlight residents to play a key role in the visitor destination  
 

Strategic Aim 5: Be a brilliant place to work 

Supporting objectives: 

5.1 Develop a People Management Strategy which supports the achievement of PSVT’s 
strategic goals.  

5.2 Ensure PSVT’s workforce has a shared passion and understanding of the charity’s 
vision and how every individual contributes to its success  

5.3 Embed PSVT’s values across the workforce to ensure a consistent approach to 
service delivery 

5.4 Ensure PSVT’s workforce is highly-skilled, well-supported and effectively managed, 
enabling a high-performance culture 

5.5 Develop first-class internal communications 
 

7. About Port Sunlight 

Port Sunlight is a beautiful village, created by William Lever (later Lord Leverhulme) and his 

brother, James, in 1888 to house the workers at their soap factory, Lever Brothers, which 

eventually became the global manufacturing giant, Unilever. The village holds a unique 

place in the history of town and country planning, being the first meeting in Britain of two 

traditions: picturesque town and country planning and improved housing and amenities for 

working families.  

Port Sunlight was built by Lever in response to the appalling living and working conditions he 

witnessed in the second half of the 19th century. However, rather than a philanthropic 

venture, Lever described it as a business model based on the premise of ‘prosperity-
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sharing’. Instead of distributing company profits to his employees, Lever provided workers 

with good homes and access to healthcare, education and leisure activities. 

He intended to make his employees’ and their families lives secure and comfortable, to 

enable them to flourish as people, and to inspire loyalty and commitment. Throughout his 

life, Lever also campaigned at a national level for better welfare and a shorter working day 

for working class people. He introduced workplace pensions, supported education and 

financed medical research. 

Lever’s lifelong passion for art and architecture can be seen throughout the village, from the 

fine craftsmanship and traditional architectural materials to his antique and fine art 

collections displayed in the Lady Lever Art Gallery.  

All of these features have helped cement Port Sunlight’s significance within the UK’s history 

of planned communities, and influenced developments home and abroad. Indeed, the 

movement has renewed relevance as a consequence of the UK government’s plans for a 

new generation of garden villages. 

The village, which became a conservation area in 1978, includes 900 Grade II-listed 

buildings within 130 acres of beautiful parkland and gardens, and enjoys national Green Flag 

and Green Heritage Accreditation. Until the 1980s, all village residents were employees or 

related to employees of Unilever, however, divestment of many real estate holdings resulted 

in nearly two thirds of the houses being sold. In 2018, we estimate the population of Port 

Sunlight to have been 2,065. 

Today, Port Sunlight is an important global hub for Unilever with manufacturing, IT and 

research and development co-located here. Its stately, Grade II-listed office building, Lever 

House, is a historic gateway to the modern facilities behind the original factory wall. The 

village is also home to a small number of service sector businesses, primarily located in Port 

Sunlight’s fine public buildings.  

Port Sunlight has always been a visitor destination, and each year the village welcomes in 

the region of 300,000 visitors who come for the fascinating social history, beautiful setting 

and world-class art. They admire significant architecture including Christ Church, the Lady 

Lever Art Gallery, the striking Grade I-listed war memorial, ‘Defence of the Home’, and the 

imposing Leverhulme Memorial. These landmarks sit proudly amongst broad, tree-lined 

avenues, green open spaces, two registered landscapes and ‘comfortable and cosy’ period 

architecture.   

 


